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FROM THE EDITOR
Diversity or Division

Working for the environment these days is literally the same as working
for social justice. For all of us, the poor, the endangered species, the small
underfunded environmental groups, our backs are against the wall. The wall of
extinction, the wall of limits to growth, the wall of eviction.
In these circumstances, with no relief in sight, how can one evaluate the
well-publicized negotiated settlements between resource extraction corporations
and large, often multinational, environmental organizations?
It’s easy to be swept away by the greedy desire for land – we’ve all heard
the exaltation – 1,000 hectares, 1.2 million hectares, 200 million hectares – of
Protected Area. It’s just as easy to be unstrategically cynical – and we’ve all
heard the angry criticism that well-funded environmental groups are aiding and
abetting “greenwash.”
That the “well-healed” green negotiators tend to sneer at such critiques may
be a symptom of defensiveness. Maybe they are handicapped by short-term
thinking. Or maybe they understand exactly the devilish unsustainable mess
we as a society are in, with our slavish adherence to a “market” (read ‘growth’)
economy.
After all, it cannot be denied that deals between industry and interest
groups with no government involvement or public participation, are profoundly
undemocratic. Greenwashing the corporations cuts the feet off any genuine local
opposition to local destruction. They also pay off in fame and fortune for the
organizations, such as the World Wildlife Fund, whose Monty Hummel praises
Norske Skog in that corporation’s 2003 Environmental Report.
But regardless, while recognising that a healthy and diverse society requires
a range of strategies and solutions to create change, a checklist for evaluation of
enviro deals would be handy. Here are a few ideas to start off:
• Democratic inclusiveness: Does the settlement acknowledge and respect the
needs of First Nations, of workers, of other environmental organizations,
especially local ones, and make provision for future action on those needs?
• Genuine conservation gains: Soil, species, old growth, wilderness,
biodiversity?
• Renewable resources: Is there a built in mechanism to encourage a
diminished and efficient use of resources in harvesting and manufacturing,
and a transition to renewable resources as part of the corporate portfolio?
• Public Good: No alienation of the Commons – land, air or water – and no
new corporate welfare.
Perhaps some such checklist could be applied to avoid the unnecessary divisions
within a movement that needs all the diverse help and inventive strategies it can
develop.
Delores Broten, Whaletown, BC,
January 2004
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o matter where on Earth we live, we are all residents of a
watershed. Throughout history, clans, tribes and all organized
groups have endeavoured to protect their home watershed or territory.
Sentinels were stationed throughout the highlands of a watershed to
herald the coming of friends, or of threats in the form of encroachment,
floods, fire or hostile armies.
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Threats to our watersheds exist to this day, whether they come from
careless individuals or insensitive corporations. The Watershed
Sentinel keeps watch and informs.
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Working Forest Update

The BC government is still pushing ahead with its extremist,
anti-environmental agenda to designate 45 million hectares of BC’s
public forestlands as a “Working Forest.” The intent of this designation is to give “land base certainty” to timber companies. It will
undermine the establishment of future parks and protected areas by
establishing legally-binding “Timber Access Targets,” that is, guaranteed logging zones in virtually all of BC’s valley-bottom and low
elevation ancient forests.
In addition, it will facilitate the sell-off of public lands (ie. outright privatization) by making simple, one-stop shopping for development corporations looking to buy Crown lands.
The BC government plans to implement a Cabinet Order in Council to designate the Working Forest sometime before June of 2004.
Please write to Premier Gordon Campbell at premier@gov.bc.ca or
at the Legislative Buildings, Victoria, BC V8V 1X4. Phone: 250-3871715 as well as your elected MLA if you live in BC. For more info go
to: www.workingforest.org
— Ken Wu, Western Canada Wilderness Committee
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FOLLOW UP

B-I-G Victory on ITER – It’s Gone!

Remember ITER? The Watershed Sentinel sent out an E-lert asking
readers to tell the federal government
to turn down that mega-billion fusion
research project. We also featured it in
the August-October 2003 issue, “Two
Billion Tax Bucks for ITER?” In fact,
by December the estimates of costs to
Canada had escalated to between $5
and 8 billion.

Maybe that’s why in December
Canada withdrew its bid to build the
$19 billion (CDN) ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor) at the Darlington nuclear
station in Ontario. Canada also
withdrew from the ITER consortium.
ITER Canada, the proponent of the
Canadian bid, has since shut down its
office and web site. The Sierra Club

Burns Bog Saved by Governments’ Deal
Lots of little critters, the ecosystem, and those determined folks who’ve
been fighting for years, got an early Christmas present in early December. The
provincial and federal governments, the GVRD and the municipality of Delta
that they had reached a $79 million deal to save almost 5500 acres of Burns Bog.
Victoria and Ottawa will offer $28 million each, with the GVRD putting in $14
million and the municipality of Delta contributing the balance of just under $8
million to purchase the Bog.
In 1999 the NDP government in Victoria floated a plan to put an amusement
park on Burns Bog. In February 1999, SPEC, the Burns Bog Conservation Society, the David Suzuki Foundation and the Western Canada Wilderness Committee opposed the development and called for a plan to preserve the Bog. Victoria
backed down from its amusement park plan and commissioned environmental
law expert Greg McDade to come up with a solution. McDade’s 2000 report
identified the significant role that Burns Bog plays in maintaining regional air
quality and as habitat for diverse species. He recommended that the three levels
of government preserve the Bog as a protected area.
Ivan Bulic of SPEC in Vancouver said polls showed that over 80 percent of
Vancouver, Surrey/White Rock and Richmond/Delta respondents wanted the
federal and provincial governments to purchase the Burns Bog.
— Society Promoting Environmental Conservation, December 2003

of Canada, which led the decade-long
fight against ITER in the last 3 years,
says Canada “has thus completely
dropped out of the world’s biggest science boondoggle.”
The dramatic Canadian withdrawal is a significant victory for the
Canadian environmental community
which had opposed the project for
more than a decade as a waste of money, a bad direction for international
energy policy, and not the “clean”
energy that its supporters claim.
—Nuclear Campaign - Sierra
Club of Canada, December 2003

Small Step on Crofton
The Ministry of Water, Land
and Air Protection (MWLAP)
has extended the deadline for public comments on the Crofton pulp
mill proposal to burn tires, coal and
treated railway ties to Jan 31. Thanks
to everyone who wrote in to help
achieve this delay.
Please plan to attend a public
meeting at the Crofton Community
Centre, 7:00 pm Tuesday, January
20 sponsored by the Crofton Airshed
Citizens Group.
—Update from the Crofton Airshed Citizens Group,
http://www.croftonair.org

From Our Dear Readers

Ingmar Lee on the Vancouver Island marmot. Well written
and enlightening, with thought-provoking comments that
hadn’t occurred to me before. Well done.
Trevor Jones, BC

Future of Water in Canada

As a retired Public Health Engineer, I am appalled at
the apathy of water utilities regarding waste of water when
in other countries the antique and wasteful water closet
has been superceded by modern engineering.
Also in your next reference to the topic ‘Saving Water,’ you could include the fact that the transnational corporations are buying up water systems.
J. B-Starkey, Sidney BC

No Names Here!
Thanks for soldiering on. You run a comprehensive
publication, full of interest and not interminably long, as
many publications are.
R.M., Courtenay. BC
The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Thought-Provoking

I picked up a copy of the Nov/Dec 2003 edition of Watershed Sentinel on the ferry a couple months ago. Always
enjoy the paper when I happen upon it. Wanted to mention
specifically that I was very impressed with the article by
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Subhead with witty intro

Framework Commitments

The partners of the Boreal Forest
Conservation Framework are committed to supporting the Framework
through a range of both individual and
collaborative actions. These actions
include but are not limited to support
for and participation in:
• scientific and traditional ecological knowledge research
• land use planning
• protected areas designations
• innovative policy development
supporting Framework principles
• economic incentives for sustainability in the boreal region

Boreal Leadership Council

W

ith the largest intact forest ecosystem left on Earth, Canada’s
boreal region contains one-quarter of
the world’s remaining original forests.
In December a coalition of four environmental organizations, three pulp
companies, three First Nations, and
one oil and gas company announced
their shared goal for a Canadian Boreal Initiative (CBI).
The goal is a network of protected
areas encompassing 50% of the 530
million hectares of “boreal region,”
which includes the Boreal Forest, the
Aspen Parkland and the Taiga. The
other main goal is “support of sustainable communities, world-leading
ecosystem-based resource management practices and state-of-the-art
stewardship practices in the remaining landscape.”
Cathy Wilkinson, Director of the
CBI, said the Initiative was an unique
opportunity, “There is an urgent need
for a holistic approach towards boreal
conservation because land use and
resource-management decisions in
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries,
the Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society, the Deh Cho First Nations,
Domtar Inc., Ducks Unlimited Canada, Forest Ethics, the Innu Nation,
Poplar River First Nation, Suncor Energy Inc., Tembec Inc. and the World
Wildlife Fund Canada.

every province and territory will determine the fate of much of the region
within the next three to five years.” The
CBI hopes to “create opportunities for
governments to become engaged and
active participants.”
For the first time, this kind of
extra-governmental deal between
large environmental organizations
and industry was questioned by some
prominent voices. David Suzuki was
quoted in the Whitehorse Star (Dec.
12, 2003) as saying that the Suzuki
Foundation had distanced itself from
the proposal, due to concerns about
lack of definition: “Where is the 50%
going to be? What is going to be done
with the other 50%? What kind of logging practices are you going to have?
Are you just going to cream it, which
is what I think will happen?”
Respected Liberal MP Charles
Caccia, head of the Commons Environment Committee, questioned
the legitimacy “of a framework produced by people who have no public
Continued on Page 4
3

From the Text

“For example, in several provincial commercial boreal forests, initiatives have already been launched to
ensure requisite protection, which has
been scientifically established at levels below 50%, while in areas of the
frontier forest, more than 50% may be
needed.”
—Summary,
Canadian Boreal Initiative

The Cut

•
Since 1975, logging companies have cut 25-million hectares of
forest, an area greater than that of the
United Kingdom;
•
The amount of land clearcut
has increased by 40% in the last 28
years.
—Through the Trees, the Truth behind
Logging in Canada, Greenpeace,
September 2003

Compiled by Delores Broten
See also www.borealcanada.ca

v
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u Boreal continued
mandate nor public accountability.”
He also denounced the accord as
inappropriate in light of Canada’s
Kyoto commitments and inadequate
in its conservation goals: “...The main
actors behind this framework are
Alberta Pacific with a majority ownership by Mitsubichi Paper, Domtar,
Tembec and Suncor and these are all
forest multinationals and accountable
to their shareholders.”
The forest companies involved
hold current tenure to about 31 million
hectares of boreal forest. About half
of the boreal region of the CBI is forested, and half of that (approximately
125 million h.) already in tenures.
Lawrence Solomon of Energy
Probe, writing in the National Post,
charged, “Four environmental groups
and four resource companies yesterday endorsed the giveaway of half
of Canada’s great boreal forests to
industrial interests.” Solomon said

the initiative guaranteed that boreal
lands, unprofitable to access under
market conditions, would now be
opened to industrial development
with government subsidies.
Tim Gray of Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society, among other conservationists, responded that the time
to act was while there were intact
ecosystems to save: “Canada’s boreal
forest has high commercial value and
that is why rates of exploitation for
logging, mining, hydro, and oil and
gas continue to accelerate.”
ForestEthics’ Berman says the
CBI is a “vision piece” to stimulate
dialogue and allow access to the mapping information only the companies
have.
The Canadian Boreal Initiative
was initiated by the Pew Charitable
Trusts in 2003 with a grant of $4.5
million.


Road Rage
A report for Alaska’s Department of Labor says the forest industry is massively subsidized. The
state maintains 380,000 miles of
roads in Alaska’s national forests at
a cost of $8.5 billion.
In December the Bush administration allowed road building in
300,000 acres of the Tongass National Forest, but Alaska’s analysis
says the revenue will be less than
the expenses to open the area up.
Alaska, where local processing
has been shut down, is a high cost
logging competitor in a world with
a glut of raw logs. The report also
says that employment was hurt by
mergers and consolidations done
with an eye on worldwide business
conditions.
—Seattle Times, December 2003

What Was Said
Tzeporah Berman: Embedded Ecological Values

A demand set or negotiating envelope is always a delicate balancing act. My
goals in doing this work are to protect as much forest as possible, to support First
Nations and other forest dependent communities, and to redirect forest product
consumption in the United States to ecologically responsible alternatives to endangered forests.
There are no areas associated yet with the percentages, so it is a gamble. What
I hope is that our markets campaign will create enough financial leverage to ensure that the majority of the key ecological areas will be in the 50% protected.
This could mean 80% of the so-called ‘operable forest.’ As we know all too well
in BC, it could also mean a lot of rock and ice.
We hope that we have embedded the right ecological values in the agreement
so that it will support the emerging maps and conservation area assessments to
ensure large scale protection of the boreal.
Finally, I think it is unfair to call this the “Boreal Liquidation Initiative”
when we are calling for more protection (over 250 million hectares) than has
ever been called for in Canada. The other 50% as I have mentioned is not to be
‘liquidated’ but to be open to ecologically responsible activity.
ForestEthics does not accept corporate or government funding.
Tzeporah Berman is a Program Director with ForestEthics, and was an
organizer at Clayoquot Sound in the 1990s.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Michael M’Gonigle:
Change the Structure

What is going to happen after the
50% is used up? Is the global growth
economy going to stop? Are multinational companies going to say “a deal’s
a deal”? Ask the folks in Sarawak and
Amazonia and Siberia.
What might happen if we say
that we need to change directions
altogether? Why not have a campaign
opposing all corporate industrial development in these lands? Only smallscale, ecosystem-based, community
controlled industry. There would then
be at least some intellectual coherence
(and analytical rigour) in this position,
some attempt to deal with the root of
the problems.
Michael M’Gonigle is Eco-Research
Chair at the University of Victoria.
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2004
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Paul Senez: No Change in Industrial Extraction
Those who do not learn from their mistakes are destined to repeat them:
Whether it was BC’s Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) or
Ontario’s Lands for Life process, have we not learned from our participation in
these and other land-use planning processes?
In BC, in the early 1990s we negotiated 13% of the land base into protected
area designation, and we secured (or so we thought) “Special Management Zones”
—extracting promises from both government and industry for improved stewardship on the remaining 87%. But the promised change in practices has never
really been delivered and today we have looming on the horizon the “Working
Forest.” In Ontario they have “rotating parks” and all that that entails.
In what is arguably the book on BC forest policy, Talk and Log: Wilderness
Politics in BC(1998), Jeremy Wilson reminds us that, no matter how we want
to stack up the protected area achievements, we must compare those “. . . gains
against a list of significant disappointments . . . the industry [is] still clearcutting
more than 150,000 hectares of timber per year….with its core prerogatives intact,
it continues its unrelenting advance on the remaining expanses of low-lying oldgrowth forest.”
Replace “low-lying old-growth” with “boreal” forest and the message remains as salient today as when it was written.
Paul Senez wrote for the Watershed Sentinel on the Vancouver Island process of CORE in the early 1990s as Chair of the Conservation sector.

Michael Major: Greenwashing Boreal Liquidation
The environmental positives in the framework are only particularly positive within a contextual regime of vastly increased boreal forest liquidation and
conversion.
The industrial interests are having difficulty getting the Canadian government or society to support an expanded Alpac like approach to boreal forest liquidation and replacement (as is done in northern Alberta). An Alpac
approach would permanently transform boreal forest ecology and society and it
will create a road-builder/trucker/timber harvester longitudinal highway haven
contractor camp and roadside boneyard that will eventually become a continent
wide linear ghost town.
An Alpac approach will create a mile of permanent subsidized all weather
mainline road for every 20,000 cubic metres of boreal timber that is accessed in
the first pass. These roads will eventually become the main reason that the protected areas will need to be protected.
The industrial interests want access to boreal timber at a scale and intensity
that has not been seen before outside of northern Alberta. They cannot operate
profitably at a smaller scale. Without this scale and intensity, it just won’t go
ahead.
It does not seem likely that this rate and scale of development will take
place without the marketing assistance and conveyance of apparent legitimacy
from international level environmental organizations. If environmental organizations help industrial interests to sell this to the Canadian and international
public, then there is no number of protected areas that will forestall the loss of
boreal environmental integrity.
Michael Major is a Victoria based forest policy analyst and environmentalist.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Great Bear:
Consensus at Table
In December, the BC government announced via press release
that a consensus agreement had
been reached at the land use planning table for the Central coast,
the area renamed the Great Bear
Rainforest by environmental organizations. Resources Minister
Stan Hagen said, “Government-togovernment discussions with First
Nations will take place in the new
year and will help lead to decisions
on the legal designation of the lands
and finalization and implementation of the land use plan by June
30, 2004.”
The recommendations were
not made public in BC, but Jon
O’Riorden from the Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management
announced via teleconference to
German pulp and paper distributors that “The consensus between
environmental organizations and
government includes the enlargement of protected areas from 21
to 33% of the forested area in the
North and Central Coast. Additionally, an advisory team will oversee
compliance to standards for ecologically-based management in the
next five-to-ten years.”
Usually reliable sources say
the deal hammered out between the
forest industry and Greenpeace, the
Sierra Club of BC and ForestEthics
is outstanding, both in its protected
area of close to 1.2 million hectares
and in its provisions for serious
ecologging. The deal did not consider marine areas, or the impact of
offshore oil and gas development. It
is dependent on the agreement of
many First Nations.
—Interviews, Press Release
Ministry of Sustainable Resource
Management, December 2003
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2004
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They Recycle Tires,
Don’t They?

by Delores Broten

Did you know that your $3 eco-tax for tires sometimes pays for burning those tires?
Did you think BC was taking a lead in Product Stewardship and Recycling? Wasn’t the
whole idea of the 1991 tire fee to prevent tire fires? Confused? Welcome to environmental policy making in the New Era. It’s pretty much like environmental policy making in
every other era.
Every time you buy a new tire in
British Columbia, you pay a $3 “ecofee” to help deal with those tires when
they get old. In the bad old days before
the first of BC’s product stewardship
experiments, the Financial Incentives
for Recycling Scrap Tires (FIRST)
program, piles of tires were accumulating everywhere, in and out of
landfills. When those tires caught fire,
FIRST FACTS, 2002-03
Number of new tires sold in BC (estimate):
Number of tires collected for recycling:
Eco-fee collected (Estimate):
Amount paid in transportation subsidies:
Tire Derived Product Credit:
Tire Derived Fuel Credit:
Balance
WATERSHED SENTINEL

the fires were almost impossible to put
out, smouldering for months, layering
black smoke and invisible toxics over
neighbourhoods. The other main use
for old tires was to toss them into logging slash piles or garbage dump burns
to sustain the fire. Intentional open air
burning was the fate of three-quarters
of old tires even for a few years after
the FIRST program was introduced.
But open
burning
of
4 million
tires releases
3.5 million
a wide range
$11- $12million
of unhealthy
$2 million
air pollutants,
$4 million
from dioxins,
$434 thousand
benzene and
$4-$5 million
Polya romat ic
6

Hydrocarbons (PAHs) to metals like
chromium, mercury and cadmium.
By some lucky stroke, these contaminants apparently disappear when the
tires are burned more efficiently in cement kilns or pulp mills, with a permit
from the Pollution Prevention branch
of the Ministry of Water Land and Air
Protection (MWLAP).
Does this mean the permit makes
a difference? Or maybe the testing
isn’t very thorough, maybe the mills’
air pollution control equipment actually works, or maybe there is just too
much money at stake.
But this story is supposed to
be about recycling. In BC, the massively successful FIRST program
now diverts about 90% of scrap tires
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2004
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into recycling. It uses the $3 eco-fee
to subsidize the transportation of old
tires to recycling plants. FIRST also
pays a bonus to recycling companies
for the creation of Tire Derived Products (TDP) — blasting mats, boot
trays, roofing shingles, composters
— and a smaller bonus for tires which
are processed for burning as Tire Derived Fuel (TDF). That includes 70
cents each for the whole tires stripped
of some metal and tossed into the
kiln at Tilbury Cement (now Lehigh
Northwest).
FIRST costs less to run than
it brings in, and the balance goes
into general revenue. On its website
MWLAP says the money is used to
fund its programs, but provides no
dollar figure for income. Since the
tire fee is simply returned by retailers
with the sales tax, Rosemary Sutton,
administrator of the program at IBM
Business Consulting, says no one really knows the income total, except by
estimates based on returned tires. One
thing, though, is troubling. The more
tires are burnt and the less recycled,
the more money for general revenue.

There’s a serious side to this
story about tires and levies and MWLAP. As natural gas prices rise, BC’s
pulp mills are aggressively pursuing
alternative fuels which will cut their
costs. It’s an environmental bonus for

the mills that the addition of coal or
tires or railway ties with or without
pentachlorophenol, to the mix of wet
sludge and wood waste in their boilers
creates more stable, and hotter fires,
with potentially lower dioxin emissions.
BC pulp mills need a huge amount
of energy, some of which they generate by burning wood waste. The mills’
appetite for rubber to burn could pose
a serious threat to BC’s tire recycling
companies, which convert about 85%
of scrap tires to other products under

Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection

Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection

Financial Incentives for Recycling Scrap Tires (FIRST) Program

Financial Incentives for Recycling Scrap Tires (FIRST) Program

SCRAP TIRES CONVERTED TO TIRE DERIVED PRODUCTS (TDP)
vs. TIRE DERIVED FUEL(TDF)

SCRAP TIRES CAPTURED

1991/92 - 2001/02
(PLT & MT Tires)

TDP
TDF

4

the shelter of the FIRST program. If
the pulp mills get their way, British
Columbia will either have to import
tires to burn, and/or Western Rubber
and other smaller companies will be
deprived of their stock, which is already in short supply compared to the
companies markets.
In a small scale and very limited
three month trial last year, the Powell
River mill burned 1490 tonnes of tire
chips. In full time full scale burning,
one mill alone could consume the
TDF from close to a million tires a
year. The BC “harvest” of recycled
tires in 2002 was 3.5 million tires or
about 28,700 tonnes. If BC pulp mills
are going to burn tires, they will need
to import millions of tires, which are
guaranteed Free Trade under NAFTA
as a fuel.
According to Helen Spiegelman,
who sat on the Advisory Committee
for the FIRST program, the picture is
further complicated because Californian companies complain that Western Rubber puts up unfair, subsidized
competition. They cannot supply rubber from recycled tires for rubberized

1991/92 - 2001/02
(PLT & MT Tires)

18%

1991/92 1992/93 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99
1999/00
Millions of
PTEs*
0.221
0.386
0.841
1.015
1.535
2.022
2.292
2.586
2.861
0.331
1.144
1.547
1.344
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0.404
0.712
0.515

Thousands of PTEs*
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1999/00 2000/01 2001/02
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u They recycle tires, don’t they? continued
asphalt highway material as cheaply.
FIRST subsidies from the tire levy
are provided for transportation and
also for rendering of the tires into
cheap fuel.
For years BC has boasted of its
progressive pollution prevention hierarchy policy – the Five Rs:
1. Reduce at source
2. Reuse
3. Recycle
4. Recover materials and/or energy
5. Manage residuals in an environmentally responsible manner.
However, when activists challenged the Powell River mill’s permit
for tire trials, citing that hierarchy,
the official in charge of the program,
Duncan Ferguson, told the Environmental Appeal Board that TDP, rubber recovered from tires for products,
paid a higher credit to processors than
TDF, rubber for fuel, because it cost
more to make.
He added that TDP might be
considered material recovery, equal
to TDF. This opens the door to demotion of tire recycling in the Five R
hierarchy.
To add to the confusion, the
Ministry has no policy that requires
the regional officers writing the pollution permits to consider the Five R
recycling hierarchy. Policy from one
department of MWLAP does not necessarily have any impact on the ac-

tions of another. As Spiegelman puts
it, without some policy consistency,
we could easily wind up “burning the
furniture to heat the house,” and paying for the privilege too.
On top of all that, the future of
FIRST itself is in upheaval. The Ministry has introduced the BC Industry
Product Stewardship Business Plan
for 2002-2005 with the goal that producers and users should finance waste
management, rather than the general
taxpayer. The Plan enunciates four
Key Principles, although with few
specifics on implementation, auditing
or enforcement:
• Producer/user responsibility
• Level playing field — for all
brand owners, and access to collection facilities for all consumers
• Results-based — cost effective,
measurable and innovative toward pollution prevention with
the onus on the producer
• Transparency and accountability
— “Industry is accountable to
both government and consumers
for environmental outcomes and
allocation of revenue from fees/
levies.”

The plan notes that the FIRST
program fails on all four counts,
despite its $3 user-fee and its enormous success in keeping tires out of
the landfill. Perhaps it is that success
which has led to the Ministry’s failure
to “replace the FIRST program with
an industry product stewardship program….by March 31, 2003.”
Duncan Ferguson says that the
reorganization is the subject of “ongoing discussion with government at
high levels,” as well as consultation
with the Retail Council of BC and the
Rubber Associationof Canada. However no conclusion about a new model
has been reached, although government is determined “to devolve” the
FIRST program.
In the meantime, Minister Joyce
Murray has announced the addition of
electronic waste to the Product Stewardship targets.


What is Rubberized Asphalt?
Some American states, in particular California and
Arizona, have been experimenting with the use of rubber from scrap tires mixed with asphalt for resurfacing
jobs, especially over concrete. A majority of reports suggest that the rubberized asphalt surfaces cut noise by at
least 50%, and the rubberized surface does not develop
cracking, so it requires less maintenance. It is also skid
resistant. The cost, according to the Rubberized Asphalt
Concrete Association, can be $22,000 USD per lane mile
cheaper than conventional asphalt when resurfacing is
required. Like asphalt, it can be recycled during resurfacing, apparently using the same equipment.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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In House Recycling from Toshiba
Toshiba will target initial sales of “e-blueTM” at corporate
clients who use laser printers and standard black toner, and
plans to extend the application of “e-blueTM” products in
the near future to include copy
machines and large-scale, industrial-use printing.
Toshiba is not announcing
the price of the erasing machine,
but the pens are priced at 300
yen, about $3.75 Canadian and
the e-blue decolourable toner at
$250.
MillWatch hopes Toshiba
considers schools as another target market
—Toshiba Press Release,
December 2003
http://www.toshiba.co.jp/about/
press/2003_12/pr0201.htm

You can’t buy it in North America yet, but Toshiba
has begun marketing an in-house paper recycling system
for Japan, China and India. The
concept has the potential to save
money, simplify office paper recycling and eliminate the transportation, handling and processing of recycled office paper.
The essence of the “eblueTM” system, in development
since 1998, is an innovative
ink that is entirely free of carbon and that decolours when
exposed to a high level of heat.
The toner prints words and images on standard plain paper in
blue to distinguish it from normal carbon-black-based toner.

Office Paper Buying Club

The next Buying Club order deadline is Jan. 23rd for delivery 1st week of February
Please place your order on line by filling out the easy order form at
www.rfu.org/buyingclub or by
email copypaperbuyingclub@shaw.ca or call Paper Choice at 1-800-567-4055.
PLEASE ORDER ONLINE IF POSSIBLE.

Norske’s Mills
The Norske pulp mills on Vancouver Island have applied to BC Hydro to supply power to the Island through a combination of energy efficiency measures and co-generation of power by burning natural gas. Simultaneously, those same mills are
holding trials of various unorthodox fuels for Canadian mills, such as coal (Elk Falls), tires (Powell River and Port Alberni)
and railway ties (Crofton) which they plan to use instead of natural gas. Not all the mills have equal modernized boilers and
pollution control equipment.

Sponsored by
Reach for
Unbleached!
c/o Box 39,
Whaletown BC
V0P 1Z0
http://www.rfu.org

WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Goes to Europe

REPORT FROM EUROPE

A BC Activist

Last fall, forest activist Ingmar Lee (right) toured Europe talking about British
Columbia forest problems. Here is a report from Germany of his tour, called
WaldAktion British Columbia, or Forest Action British Columbia.
by Karen Wonders

I

t was gratifying to discover
that in Germany, Denmark
and Sweden, where Ingmar
lectured, there exists a broad-based
public concern over the destruction
of Canada’s forest heritage. No one
can deny that during the colonial
era Europe benefited enormously as
a result of rampant exploitation of
natural resources around the world.
Yet Europeans today are increasingly
demanding public accountability for
the environmental consequences of
industrial exploitation of “nature’s
riches.” There was an encouragingly
positive response to the plea by Ingmar to join the environmental battle
to save what little remains of BC’s
old-growth forests.
Whereas some BC politicians
dismiss “radical tree-huggers” such
as Ingmar, his uncompromising activism is admired over here. For many
Europeans, the relentless clear-cutting
WATERSHED SENTINEL

of BC’s ancient temperate rainforests
is indeed an international outrage.
No amount of eco-friendly rhetoric
from the corporations who profit from
industrial logging can mitigate the
tragedy of the nearly completed extermination of old-growth forests.
Support for the “WaldAktion
British Columbia” was found among

“For many Europeans,
the relentless clear-cutting
of BC’s ancient temperate
rainforests is indeed an international outrage.”
a broad variety of hosting institutions,
in politics, universities, research
institutes, environmental organizations, activist groups, museums and
high schools. Ingmar’s lecturing programme was opened in Göttingen at
the Institute for the History of Science
by the Green MP for Lower Saxony,
10

Stefan Wenzel, who authoritatively
addressed environmental problems
in BC and expressed his concern over
the lack of political representation for
the environmental movement in the
BC parliament. At Wenzel’s invitation, Ingmar and I attended a session
of the Lower Saxony Parliament,
to see “Die Grünen” in action, and
to meet Rebecca Harms, the Green
representative-to-be for Germany in
the European Parliament in Brussels,
who was concerned to learn of the low
regard for environmental activism in
the BC Parliament. It was refreshing
to hear that German politicians (including the Green Federal Minister
for the Environment, Jürgen Trittin)
are addressing the urgent need for
sustainable living alternatives.
Among several memorable occasions was the presentation to forestry
students at Göttingen University. This
was of historic interest, because here,
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2004
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in one of the world’s oldest institutions
of scientific forestry, the first professional forester to be employed both
in Canada and in the United States,
Bernhard Fernow, was educated.
At the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at
the University of Bremen, Ingmar
participated in a colloquium that had
“Degradation” as its theme. The German activist environmental groups
Urgewald and Robinwood hosted
presentations in Sassenberg, Potsdam and Hamburg. In Sweden, the
WWF and the SNF (Swedish Society
for Nature Conservation), hosted a
combined presentation for specialists
involved with forestry issues in both
organizations. The Centre for Forest,
Landscape and Planning, at the Royal
Veterinary and Agricultural University of Denmark, hosted two presentations. Back in Germany, at the “Haus
der Natur” in Bad Harzburg, the
presentation by Ingmar doubled up
as the inauguration of the impressive
new museum which serves to educate
the public about forestry and the Harz
National Park. The local Greenpeace

chapter in Münster organized an
event and the local Wiesbaden branch
of NABU (German Society for Nature
Conservation) hosted the final presentation of the Ingmar Lee tour. Among
the most enthusiastic audiences were
the high school students, many of
whom harbour dreams to travel to the
WATERSHED SENTINEL

From the WaldAktion Brochure
“The Ongoing Destruction of British Columbia’s Ancient Forests
is an International Issue”
Ingmar Lee’s European Tour, 19 November - 12 December, 2003
“...In this awe-inspiring place lies the still pristine East Creek watershed,
one of BC’s most imminently threatened treasure-houses of biodiversity. Already over 80% of the wild forests and rivers of Vancouver Island are gone
due to the relentless industrial onslaught by generations of Europeans and
Euro-Americans. Today Weyerhaeuser and other multi-national corporations
are completing the final clearcutting of BC’s ancient rainforests.....This is the
first stage of a two-step campaign being organized by German and Canadian
environmental groups to rally popular opposition to the new ‘Working Forest
Initiative’ of the BC government, better known as ‘The Corporate Forest’....
We hope that international attention on the clearcutting of ancient trees in BC
may serve to stop the barbaric destruction of Canada’s natural heritage.”
WaldAktion British Columbia is a grass-roots effort by people who care
about big trees. Donations can be made to Koordinationszentrum Natur
und Umwelt e.V (KNU), a registered, non-profit environmental organization which works in cooperation with ArbeitsKreis nördliche Urwälder
(AKU), a group dedicated to preserving the primaeval forests of the
northern hemisphere.
Website: http://www.naturschatz.org
E-mail: knu@naturschatz.org
Postal address: Petrikirchstraße 22, D - 37077 Göttingen, Germany
Canadian West; they were especially
keen to get information from Ingmar
on tree-planting in BC.
In conclusion, I hope that the
“WaldAktion British Columbia”
will continue with a variety of other
speakers coming to Europe to educate
the public about environmental issues
in BC.
There is the potential for much
support over here, as many people
seem genuinely to want to participate
in international environmental causes. In his opening address, Wenzel
pointed out how the paper campaigns
in Germany of some ten years ago
need to be reinvigorated. Germans do
not want to contribute to the industrial
clear-cutting of old-growth forests to
satisfy the voracious appetite of the
modern world for wood products.
They need to see provenance and
producer information on paper and
wood-product packaging. This makes
it possible to boycott multi-national
logging corporations who produce
paper from unethical sources. A
feedback effect of this kind is what
11

Ingmar Lee’s lecture tour was all
about. Congratulations Ingmar, on the
completion of a successful tour!


Dr. Karen Wonders, who organized
the tour, is a Research Fellow at the
Institute for the History of Science,
Georg-August-Universität Göttingen,
Germany
PHOTOS by Karen Wonders

Opposite Page: At the Hannover Parliament, Ingmar Lee with Stefan Wenzel, Green MP for Lower Saxony
Left: Ingmar Lee with Rebecca Harms,
German Green representative to the
European Parliament in Brussel
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Privatization’s Water Wars
In South Africa, only the poor have pre-paid water meters
— and the poor are fighting back
Story and photos by Dawn Paley, Johannesburg

A

nother dusty day in Orange
Farm, red earth split in cracks,
long dry dirt roads lead to the freeway
that leads to the city. The sun above is
like a grapefruit in the centre of the
sky. Africa. Nothing here, as anywhere else, is more vital to life than
water, and yet it is here that struggles
for access to this basic service are the
strongest.
If you travel south of Johannesburg on the Golden Highway, past
fields and mines and many many
shacks, you will arrive in Orange
Farm. Orange Farm became a township in 1997, after having begun as an
informal settlement ten years earlier.
Today, its population is estimated at
between 800,000 and 1.5 million peo-

ple; many of whom were displaced
from Soweto or fleeing political or
economic violence in surrounding
areas. Most of the population in Orange Farm lives in shacks with pit
latrine toilets, and unemployment is
the norm. Less than half of the adult
population has work.
When Mandela’s African National Congress (ANC) party was elected
WATERSHED SENTINEL

in 1994, there was great hope for the
future of South Africa. Promises of
“a better life for all,” in the form of
the Reconstruction and Development
Program, were to bring services and
housing to poor communities across
the country. Those promises have
since been forgotten, with the ANC’s
adoption of the Growth, Employment
and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR)
in 1996. GEAR is a familiar set of
neoliberal policies that have negatively affected the poor majority here
in South Africa.
One particularly disturbing manifestation of GEAR’s agenda is being
forced upon the residents in Orange
Farm, in the form of pre-paid water
meters. Maj Fiil-Flynn of Washington
DC based Public
Citizen sums up the
current situation in
South Africa in that
“services have improved [since 1994]
but prices have increased so much that
people can’t pay for
them.” This is painfully obvious in the
case of pre-paid water meters in Orange
Farm.
Nelly has been
a resident of Orange
Farm since 1990,
and has always kept a garden to supplement her pension cheque, which
is the sole source of income for her
family of seven. This will be the first
summer that she has a pre-paid meter,
and the first that she will not keep a
garden because she can not afford to
water her plants during the long, hot
months to come. “We’re suffering,”

“Destroy the Meter,
Enjoy Free Water.”

she says, “We like this place because
it is our place, but things aren’t going
right. We’ve got a problem.”
Pre-paid water meters were installed in Stratford Four — a district
of Orange Farm— in 2002 and 2003.
Each of the 1300 houses in Stratford
Four, mainly shacks and brick houses
with outdoor toilets, has had a prepaid meter installed. Communal taps,
which previously served the community, have been removed, forcing residents to buy water units from corner
stores and plug those units into their
water meter before water will flow
from their tap. Residents are supposed
to receive 6000 liters of “free water”
a month, but many do not. The water
meters are not reliable even when
water has been paid for; they are difficult to read and operate, and they effectively remove the right of people to
access the most basic element of life
based on their inability to pay.
Johannesburg Water is the water
service provider in Orange Farm, as
in the rest of the greater Johannesburg
region. In neoliberal jargon, Jo’burg
Water operates as a corporatised
public service, which differentiates
it from a public service in two ways:
one, its business practices are less
subject to legislation regarding disclosure of information and two, private corporations are involved in the
operation of the service. In the case
of Jo’burg Water, these corporations
Continued on Page 13
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Suez is the world’s second
largest water company, and has been
aggressively promoting privatization at
the World Trade Organization. In 2002 it
pocketed $10 billion Euros from water
sales in over 100 countries.
See “Suez’ World Water Wars,” CorpWatch
ht tp: / /w w w.corpwatch.org /issues /
PID.jsp?articleid=8390

include French-owned Suez, a company known for aggressive business
practices throughout the world.
The ANC is letting private
companies have their way with SA’s
poorest citizens. According to Orange Farm ANC councilor Tumelo
Phohleli, “We are not selling water,
people are just seeing it differently.”
He goes on to explain that “75% of
people in Stratford Four are not paying for water,” which flies in the face
of statistics gathered in November of
this year, and hides the strong com-

munity resistance to pre-paid meters
in Orange Farm.
The battle over water is just
beginning, with Stratford Four seen
by the ANC government as a “pilot
project” in water provision. Not far
from Orange Farm in Phiri, Soweto,
community groups organizing against
a similar type of “pilot project” have
been subject to arrests and repression
by the government.
And yet the resistance continues.
The Orange Farm Water Crisis Committee continues to organize around
the removal of pre-paid meters, tout-

ing the slogan “Destroy the Meter, Enjoy Free Water.” International lawyers
are making the case for the illegality
of pre-paid meters based on the rights
of citizens to water enshrined in the
constitution, a case which was successful in having Thatcher-era water
meters declared illegal in Britain.
South African communities that
lack the most basic resources are organizing with vigor to take on corporate power before it is too late.

Dawn Paley is completing a
journalism internship

Who Owns BC Ferries?

During the recent BC ferry strike there was much talk
about how BC Ferries has been privatized by the neo-Liberal provincial government. The question which is immediately top of mind is, who bought it?
After all, we know CN bought BC Rail, we know the
names of the companies who offered to buy the Coquihalla
Highway. Surely someone would report on who picked up
an entire transportation monopoly for a song? Or would the
story be about who would be foolish enough to buy a company with rundown equipment, querulous customers, and
militant workers?
Hot on the path of another journalistic scoop, your
Watershed Sentinel reporter has spent the day perusing the
Coastal Ferry Act, the BC Ferry Commissioners work plan,
and other assorted puzzling documents.
From all this research, it appears that the answer is - No
One. No One Owns BC Ferries. Or, maybe we the tax payers do, the same as ever.
In a complicated legerdemain of overlapping and interlocking maneuvers the government turned BC Ferries from
WATERSHED SENTINEL

a crown corporation into a self-financing private company,
and established the BC Ferry Authority to run that company, with a Board of Directors that includes nominees from
Regional Districts and the union. The BC Ferry Authority
has no capital, and no shares, except for one $1000 voting
share in BC Ferries. An appointed BC Ferry Commissioner’s main role apparently is to approve service cuts and rate
increases. BC Ferry Commission doesn’t have any shares
either.
Before it turned the new company loose, the government relieved BC Ferries of all its on-shore assets, like
docks and terminals, transferring them to the BC Transportation Financing Authority. Good thing the Authority
promptly leased them back to BC Ferries for exactly their
selling price.
But as for privatizing? Not on the websites anyway.
Not yet. In fact, the newly corporatised ferry system has
a 60-year contract which obliges it to provide service according to current schedules with no service cuts and only
modest fare increases until after the next election.
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had no idea how hard it would be to write about the history of
the Watershed Sentinel. There are so many people who made it
happen, so many small steps, and major milestones.

It was about this time of year, back in 1990, that my partner Don Malcolm and I were contemplating a list of names for a local environmental
news magazine. There was just too much interesting and important material
to share with too many people to not publish! All the issues were connected
— parks to forestry to pulp and paper to toxic chemicals to sustainable living
to global poverty.
For the next decade, one third of my time would be donated to publishing and editing the Watershed Sentinel while I worked at other jobs. Over the
years, 800 to 1,000 people have been part of the amazing team that creates
and distributes this magazine: writers, artists, photographers, proofreaders,
researchers and information mavens, distributors, mailers, subscribers and
patrons. And the 1000’s of readers — activists, government functionaries, mill operators, educators, researchers, other media — who rely on our
words for information, networking, community building, and to keep track
of trends
Together we covered it all, the bad news, the changes, the good news.
Here’s some of our favourite stories:
• “High Stakes at the Nechako” (1992-5) The story of the massive political
struggle to save a salmon river from the power turbines of Alcan Aluminium
• “Winds of Warning” about the Powell River pulp mill explosion (1994)
We almost scooped the Vancouver Sun on this story about the biggest
chlorine accident in BC history
• “Plugging into Clean Power,” and BC Hydro (2000-4) Since 2000, we’ve
been following the twisting trails of BC Hydro’s attempts to foist gasgenerated power instead of alternative energy on Vancouver Island — the
story isn’t over yet.
• “Back from the Edge – BC’s Salmon Come Home” (2003) A good news
story has been quietly slipping itself into the creeks and rivers of the BC
coast as the salmon make a strong comeback to their native spawning
grounds
“Thanks to the spirit, the volunteers, the vision for a decent future.”
Martin Rossander.

Newstand Price

$3.50

August October
2003
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W

hen we launched the Watershed Sentinel 14 years ago,
the world of print was undergoing a
massive technological revolution. Each
step was paid for as it happened, slowly,
by subscriptions, advertising and other
income. As we got more capacity, the
Watershed Sentinel grew and grew.
From newsprint to the web
On the hard copy print side we
became more and more proficient with
graphic design software. On the World
Wide Web, we posted a text version of issue after issue, from 1997 on, free for all
researchers and activists to use. Those
pages receive about 25,000 hits a month.
Our new website is on-line at www.watershedsentinel.ca
wFrom 250 copies to 8,000 copies, from 16 pages to 32
packed pages.
wFrom island to island, now sea to sea. Starting with distribution on Cortes and Quadra Islands, the Watershed Sentinel is now available province-wide, and across Canada.
wFrom typewriter to electronic file-to-film, we’ve taken
the technological leaps in stride.
wFrom photocopier to full-colour web press printing.
w Our proudest achievement! Since April 2002 we have
been printing on 100% post-consumer recycled chlorine
free newsprint – the first magazine in BC to do so! with
thanks to our printers at Horizon Publications in Vancouver.

Dedicated
sponsors,
patrons, and sustaining
subscribers support the Watershed Sentinel team.
We invite you to join our
growing and committed network.
In addition to revenue from
subscriptions and advertising, we need $28,000 to
sustain us and grow in ‘04.
Every gift, large or small,
will make a difference.

Here’s how your
contribution will
be spent.

“Dear Watershed Sentinel,
“I’ve been learning from your newspaper for years,
and now I want to pay for it. Thank you for your hard
work, dedication, and Heart,
“In solidarity for a healthy world.”
Sally Gellard.

Editor and publisher

Join Us In Building A Healthy Community Word By Powerful Word
q Watershed Supporter ($1,500 - 2,500)
q Friend of the Watershed Sentinel ($200 - 499)
q Sustaining Subscriber ($50 - 99)
q

VISA q

Mastercard

Total ___________
NAME:

q Sentinel ($500 - 1,499)
q Patron ($100 - 199)
q Do not trade my name

Card Number _____________________________________________ Exp._____/_____

For a tax-deductible receipt on a donation, make cheques payable to the Friends of Cortes Island

__________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________CITY______________________PROV_________
POSTAL CODE: _____________ PHONE: ___________________ EMAIL: _______________________________________

q
q
q

Keep my support anonymous or q Use this name to acknowledge my support::
Check here to receive our fundraising package (also available on the web at www.watershedsentinel.ca)
Send me a tax receipt. I understand that Revenue Canada insists that my subscription is separate from my donation
to Friends of Cortes Island Watershed Sentinel fund.

WATERSHED SENTINEL
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THANK YOU!
Sustaining Subscribers

Sechelt Dental Centre, Sechelt BC • Sheryl Taylor-Munro,
Saltspring Island, BC • Cordula Vogt, Saltspring Island BC
• Milo & Virgina Wilcox, Whaletown BC • Susan Marie
Yoshihara, Denman Island BC • Ray Zimmerman, Victoria
BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Landing BC

Steve Ablitt, Whaletown BC • Alberni Environmental
Coalition, Port Alberni BC • • BC Spaces for Nature,
Gibsons BC • Jilly & Lew Carlino, Whaletown BC •
Citizen’s Stewardship Coalition, Port Alberni BC • Sue
Frazer, Port Alberni BC • Julia Gardner, Vancouver BC •
Ralph Garrison, Manson’s Landing BC • Elaine Golds, Port
Moody BC • Wendy & Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown BC
• Sheila Hawkins & Keith Symon, Burnaby BC • Shirley
& Harry Holmes-Holman, Denman Island BC • Barb
Hourston, Nanaimo BC • Jim Kearney, Manson’s Landing
BC • • Ruth Ozeki & Oliver Kellhammer, Whaletown BC
• Elaine Kerr, Courtenay BC • Paula Khan, Victoria BC
• Langford Lake Protection Society, Victoria BC • Ingmar
Lee, Victoria BC • Garth & Dianna Malcolm, Gananoque
ON • Ruth Masters, Courtenay BC • Dorothy and Des
McIntosh, Santa Barbara CA • Hugh McNab, Surge
Narrows BC • Cathy & Don Morrison, Victoria BC •
Norske Canada, Elk Falls, Campbell River BC • Nuuchah-nulth Tribal Council, Port Alberni BC • Otter Point
Ratepayers Association, Sooke BC • Maggie Paquet,
Port Alberni BC • Tom Pater, Kyuquot BC • Jo Phillips,
Sooke BC • Norman Riggs, Powell River BC • Shivon &
Bill Robinsong/Weaver, Victoria BC • Michael Rooksby,
Victoria BC • Martin Rossander, Powell River BC •

Patrons

Jack Barrett, Lasqueti Island BC • Richard Betts, Burnaby
BC • Louis & Vera Broten, Edmonton AB • Dr. Philip
Chambers, Lantzville BC • Cortes U-Brew, Manson’s Ldg
BC • Endswell Foundation, Vancouver BC • Colin
Graham, Sidney BC • Brian Grant, Victoria BC • Alison
Graves, Nanaimo BC • Barbara Graves, Lantzville
BC • Greenpeace Vancouver • Anthony Grinkus,
Vancouver BC • Happy Planet Foods, Salish Coast •
Willem J. Havelaar, Courtenay BC • David & Ann Hiatt,
Whaletown BC • Peter Johnston & Sue Wheeler, Lasqueti
BC • Robin Keller, Hornby Island BC • Jeff King,
Abbotsford BC • Paul MacGillvray,
Mission BC • Hannah Main, Victoria
BC
• Mountain Equipment Coop,
Vancouver BC • M. MurphyFalkner, Powell River BC • Reid
and Sakiko Neufer, Whaletown
BC • Stefan Ochman, Bamfield
BC • Pender Island Health Clinic, BC •
Pinchot Family, Bainbridge Island WA • Joe Prochaska,
Nashville TN • Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Island BC • Paul
Sanborn, Prince George BC • Basil & Jill Seaton, Jasper
AB • Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT • Joel Solomon,
Vancouver BC • Lesley Taylor, Richmond BC • Mike
Thomsen, Victoria BC • Bruce Torrie, Victoria BC • Laura
Trent, Victoria BC • Seymour Trieger, Ladysmith BC

With your help we will continue our role as an
alternative magazine with a strong independent
voice for environmental issues,
activism, and social justice.
Watershed Supporters
($1,500 - 2,500 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel

Like a watershed, Watershed Supporters help us flow
with strength and purpose. We need to follow and write the
stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions and advertising. And we need staff with the appropriate expertise. Watershed Supporters are essential to making
this happen.

Marna Disbrow, Heriot Bay BC • Judith Lawrence, Hornby
Island BC • Peter Rowlands, Smithers BC

• And Those Who Wish To Remain Anonymous

We wish to say a very special thank you to the
Patrons and Sustaining Subscribers without whose
long-term support and continued loyalty we could
not have survived this past fourteen years. In accordance with Revenue Canada regulations, please
note that grandfathered Sustaining Subscribers, who
choose to continue to receive copies of the Watershed
Sentinel as part of their donation, are not eligible for
a tax receipt.

Sentinels ($500 - 1,499):

Our Sentinel Supporters allow us to keep watch on the
issues and to inform concerned citizens and activists.
Friends of the Watershed Sentinel ($200 - 499):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead towards an environmentally sustainable future.
Patrons ($100 - 199):

Please make cheques payable to Friends of
Cortes Island and mail your donation to
FOCI Watershed Sentinel Fund,
P.0. Box 39, Whaletown, BC
Canada V0P 1Z0.

Patrons support the public education program that is
an integral and essential part of our publication.
Sustaining Subscribers ($50 - 99):

Sustaining Subscribers ensure our distribution through
assisting with the placement of the Watershed Sentinel in
schools, colleges, universities and libraries.
WATERSHED SENTINEL

A tax receipt will be mailed to you.
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FEATURE

by Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega

“Smart Growth is development
that serves the economy, the
community, and the environment. It changes the terms of
the development debate away
from the traditional growth/no
growth question to “how and
where should new development
be accommodated?” Smart
growth is development that simultaneously achieves economic development and jobs, strong
neighborhoods, and healthy
communities.”
—Smart Growth Network
BC has a new growing movement
– and that movement is Smart
Growth. Several communities are

starting to incorporate smart growth
principles and concepts in their Official Community Plans, among them
Gibsons, Nanaimo, Maple Ridge, Pitt
Meadows, Cowichan Valley, Penticton, Kelowna, Bowen Island, Oliver,
Duncan, and Prince George. A range
of sophisticated new ideas and techniques are waiting for regional governments and town planners to absorb
and enact them.
Sprawl has been the “normal”
pattern for growth in the past fifty
years across North America. Land has
been urbanized at two or three times
the population growth rate. The difference between the growth rates of
people and of the land they occupy is
what defines sprawl. As cities spread
into vast low-density urban areas,
sprawl evolves into a drain on ecological, social and economic capital.
According to a recent Georgia
Basin-Puget Sound Ecosystem Indicators Report, the Georgia Basins
area has grown from 2.4 to 2.9 million
people (21%) between 1991 and 2002.
By 2020 the population is projected
to exceed four million people (35%
growth).
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Smart Growth
These figures predict a tremendous demand for housing and dictate
concern about the best way to accommodate this rapid growth.
Sadly, sprawl is also a major element in rural design.
If we were to research Official
Community Plans for the celebrated
Gulf Islands of Georgia Strait, or
many other semi-rural areas of BC
and Canada, we would probably find
similar objectives. A few of the characteristics that define sprawl development are as follows:
q high consumption of land,
low housing density;
q car dependence and land use
patterns, poorly suited for
walking, cycling and transit;
q community design emphasizes privacy;
q less efficient use of infrastructure and higher costs
for new infrastructure;
q si ngle -fa m ily det ached
houses for a limited range of
incomes;
q fragmented working and
natural lands.
The sprawling syndrome is not
easily acknowledged in rural areas,
17

since this is the way they have been
planned and evolved. The current
definition of “rural island” facilitates
and promotes sprawl and therefore is
unsustainable. Driving across these
islands one can rarely see a house;
almost every property is in 10 acre
parcels or more. This is why these
islands have become a favourite
place for retirees and wealthy people
who acquire large acreages and build
enormous houses, causing a gentrification (*) problem for low-income
people looking for affordable housing. (*) Gentrification is the process
by which higher income households
displace lower income residents of
a neighbourhood, changing the essential character and flavour of that
neighbourhood.
Double Sprawling
Furthermore, some Gulf Islands
are cases of “double sprawling”:
A) Suburbs of nearby cities.
Several of these islands have become
“bedroom communities” for people
commuting to work and school to
nearby larger cities, i.e., Gabriola for
Continued on Page 18
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Nanaimo, Nanaimo for Vancouver,
Quadra for Campbell River.
B) Internal sprawling.
One of the main characteristics, and
an undeniable appeal, of these islands
is that they are very low-density. However, this quality has become the main
cause of sprawling, since houses are
spread all over the islands, fragmenting the lands, forcing everybody to
drive to work, to the stores, to visit the
doctor, to the post office, to school, to
eat. Many local families need two or
three cars and trucks to satisfy their
transportation needs, since public
transportation does not exist.
Internal sprawling is also
generated by a seasonal population
with very large houses that increase
the demand for water, goods and
services, and other urban commodities, and cause major problems like
waste generation and traffic (ferry)
jams, particularly during summer
time.
Internal sprawling also increases property values, leaving
little opportunity for low-income

local individuals to have access to
affordable housing.
There is no question that rural
sprawl is happening in many rural
areas, and the impacts are very much
the same as urban sprawl. It consumes
the forests, wetlands, and agricultural
lands. It requires more roads, and more
infrastructure that is more costly than
building compact environments. It
generates more and more solid waste
that is sent off island. It depends on
cars and trucks to move people and to
bring goods and services from remote
locations. It causes loss of community and sense of place. It is building
houses, not communities.
Perhaps the only positive result
of rural sprawling is that it reduces
the demand for the “natural limits
of growth”: fresh water and waste
absorption, since low-density housing means less demand for water and
produces less waste.
Should we be concerned about
this trend? Are we going to keep on
sprawling or should we be looking for
alternatives?

Conservation design for subdivision

We could designate optimal
levels of housing density, with a
good range of housing options.
We could have and support
transportation choices. We
could designate specific lands
for growth as well as designate
others as working and natural
lands for conservation. We
could define our carrying capacity for freshwater and waste
absorption. We could plan for
walkable commercial areas and
neighborhoods that sustain the
traditional community spirit of
the island while providing for
the needs of additional residents. We could be able to grow
in a way that balances our need
for jobs, housing, and economic development with our
longing to preserve the natural
beauty and rural character
of the islands and other rural
areas. This will mean taking
the smart growth approach.
Continued on Page 20
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Detached homes on 50 -foot frontage, backing to open space.
From Randall Arendt, Conservation design for Subdivision , Island Press, 1996
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Gibson’s Smart Plan Goals
Environmental Sustainability

- Grow in harmony with the natural surroundings and ecosystems.
- Preserve all important and unique natural features, including watercourses, landforms and habitats.
- Respect the natural drainage of the overall area by ensuring that future development does not negatively alter existing drainage patterns.
- Ensure that uses on the waterfront and harbour area do not negatively affect the marine ecosystem and is compatible
with upland uses.
- Promote the use of alternative modes of transportation including walking, biking, and transit.
- Protect the Town’s water quality and ensure long term, efficient use of the aquifer, including the need for water
conservation measures.
- Acknowledge the value of forested
lands for their benefits to the community for
improvements to air quality, natural drainage
and opportunities for recreation.

Social Sustainability

- Design and plan for a changing population base and age groups through provision of
a wide range of housing types and community
services to meet the needs of a growing population….

Economic Sustainability

- Create a diverse, flexible and vibrant
local economy that provides sustainable employment….
- Recognize the costs associated with
growth and ensure that future amenities and
improvements are within the financial capability of the Town and its residents.”
—http://www.town.gibsons.bc.ca/OCP/index.html
Neutral Density and Basic Conservation:
50 acres, 18 lots
From Randall Arendt, Growing Greener: Putting Conservation
into Local Plans and Ordinances, Island Press, 1999

C

ortes Island, one of many islands in the Georgia
Basin area, may be defined as a beautiful, increasingly-wealthy rural community, that has been
specifically designated for sprawling by the Official
Community Plan. The 1995 Cortes Official Community Plan
Bylaw, stated the Principal Aim as: “to provide a fair, spacious, neighbourly, and comfortable life in a rural environment for those choosing to live and work there.” It defined
“rural” as “in a general sense…the opposite of ‘urban’, which
has a connotation of crowdedness. ‘Rural’ comprises the
availability of space for residents, in which they can enjoy
quiet, solitude and sufficient privacy to allow them to follow
the lifestyle and occupation they wish, without interfering
with neighbours.”
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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The three Laws of Growth
by Joel S. Hirshhorn
Law No. 1: Population increases are accompanied by much larger increases in land consumption
and somewhat larger increases in residential dwellings and private vehicles.
Law No. 2: As distance from urban cores increases and population density decreases, the rate
of growth increases for population, land consumption, residential dwellings, and private vehicles.
Law No. 3: Rapid suburbanization and urban
decay are mirror images of the same phenomenon.
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u Smart Growth continued

What do we mean by “Smart Growth” ?
Deborah Curran, from West Coast Environmental Law says: “ Smart Growth
refers to land use and development practices that enhance the quality of life in
communities, preserve the natural environment, and save money over time. The
aim is to limit costly urban sprawl, use tax dollars more efficiently and create
the Friends of Cortes Island
more livable communities. Smart growth practices range from promoting comSustainability
Education Fund
pact complete communities to supporting a viable working land base. Developments that conserve resources (land, infrastructure, and materials) cost less and
increase property values.”
There are several sets of principles for Smart Growth. The most used is the one provided by Smart Growth Network:

1. Mix land uses
2. Take advantage of compact building design
3. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices
4. Create walkable neighbourhoods
5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place
6. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas
7. Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices
9. Make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective
10. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions

Conclusion
Smart Growth provides a different pattern for
growth. Smart Growth is development that enhances
the quality of life in communities, complements ecosystem functioning, and uses tax revenue wisely. Smart
Growth applies sustainability principles to all kinds of
development. Rather than subsidizing urban and rural
growth, local governments and citizens who understand the benefits of Smart Growth are looking into
more efficient development ideas.
We need to decide what is the proper balance between humans, all other species, and natural resources,
so we all can co-exist in a healthy, sustainable way for
many generations to come. Smart Growth can help
give us the answers.


Rural sprawl

Economic issues: Inefficient use of tax dollars
for costly infrastructure, higher taxes paid by fewer
people.
Social issues: Lack of affordable housing
and inconsistent growth within town areas, loss of
community and sense of place.
Environmental issues: Loss of working lands,
car dependency and greenhouse gas production, air
and water pollution, and waste generation.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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2003 Climate Bill at $60 Billion

Natural disasters caused by climate change have cost the world more
than $60 billion this year, up from $55
billion last year, says a report from the
UN Environment Program.
According to the report, compiled by insurance firm Munich Re,
Europe’s extreme summer heat wave
was the biggest climate event of the
year, costing more than $10 billion in
agricultural losses and killing around
20,000 people.
The floods in the Huai and Yangtze Rivers in China between July and
September were the second most
costly events, with losses estimated
at around $8 billion. Tornados in the
United States in April and May accounted for the biggest insured losses
- over $3 billion.
The Inuit people of Canada
and Alaska announced in Milan in
December that they are launching
a human rights case against the ad-

ministration of US President George
W. Bush, saying that the country is
violating the people’s human rights
by not ratifying the Kyoto Protocol
and refusing to cut greenhouse gas
emissions.
—UN Newswire, December 2003

Pesticide Safety
Claims Net Penalty

A subsidiary of the Dow Chemical Company, Dow AgroSciences,
will pay a $2 million penalty for illegally advertising safety claims about
its pesticide products in New York between 1995 and 2003. New York State
Attorney General Eliot Spitzer sued
Dow for repeatedly violating a 1994
agreement with the State which prohibited advertising touting the safety
of its pesticide products. As part of
the 1994 agreement, the company
agreed to stop making claims that

its products were “safe.” However, an
investigation by Spitzer’s office found
that almost immediately after the
company entered into the agreement
it once again began to make misleading safety claims in its print, video
and internet advertising.
—New York State, December 2003

Single Hull Tankers
Banned Soon

Single hull oil tankers will be
phased out worldwide by 2010, five
years earlier than planned, the International Maritime Organization decided in December. The deadline was
advanced after the European Union
banned single hull tankers effective
April 2005. Single hull tankers, most
of which are aging, are more likely
than double hull vessels to break and
spill oil.
—ENS, December 2003.

“Global
Warming”

Courtesy of Phil
Frank. Originally
published on the
cover of California
Coast and Ocean,
Autumn, 2003
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A
The stakes are high.
Citizens should be prepared to ask tough questions.

T

he federal government has
planned a 3-stage review
which would identify science
gaps related to the impacts of offshore
oil and gas in BC, listen to the views
of the public regarding the moratorium, and consult with First Nations.
The Process
The first stage of this review
occurred in October of 2003, with a
Royal Society Expert Panel examining the science gaps in knowledge of
the Queen Charlotte Basin and the
impacts of offshore oil and gas. This
stage consisted of 6 days of workshops in Vancouver with industry
and selected scientists and a one-day
workshop in Prince Rupert to hear
from local people and to gather traditional knowledge. The panel’s report
is due by the end of January.
The next phase in the federal
review is a series of public hearings

to be conducted this March by a panel
chaired by Roland Priddle, member of
the Petroleum Hall of Fame and board
member of Talisman Energy. The
terms of reference can be found on
Natural Resources Canada website:
http://www2.nrcan.gc.ca/es/erb/prb/
english/view.asp?x=611
The Governments’ Approach

The province has already declared that they want to lift the
moratorium and develop an offshore
industry. They have a strategic
plan in place, (http://www.offshor
eoilandgas.gov.bc.ca /whats-new/
May03ProjectPlan.pdf ), with a budget of over $8 million. The provincial
Minister of Energy and Mines has
publicly declared interest in allowing offshore oil and gas exploitation

by Oonagh O’Connor
throughout provincial coastal waters,
including Georgia Strait.
The federal government states
it wants to hear the views of British Columbians on the issue. At this
point their review is limited to the
Queen Charlotte Basin. However, the
makeup of the Public Review Panel,
based on oil industry interests, has
cast a shadow of distrust over the
federal process.
The Area
In the 1960s, the federal government gave out leases to almost 9
million hectares of BC’s coast to oil
companies. These leases were given
out prior to an environmental review,
prior to consultation with First Nations and prior to any consideration of
what such an industry would mean to

Some Knowledge Gaps Identified at Science Hearings
•
•
•
•
•
•

WATERSHED SENTINEL

fter two years of pressure from the provincial
government, the federal government has agreed
to consider lifting its moratorium on offshore oil and gas
in British Columbia. The federal moratorium has been in
place since 1972. It prohibited
tanker traffic from traveling
on the inside waters as well
as offshore exploration and
development activities.

Time series base-line data sets do not exist for species of the Queen
Charlotte Basin.
We don’t know basic things about the fish, like the location of the
salmon.
Critical larval habitat for various species has not been identified.
Very little understanding of phyto and zooplankton cycles in the
Queen Charlotte Basin.
Sandlance is one of the most important forage fish but we know very
little about it.
Marine Mammals numbers, locations and critical feeding habitat
has not been identified or systematically surveyed.
22
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fisheries, birds, whales and to coastal
ecology. The federal government has
decided to consider lifting the moratorium in the area of the coast described
as the “Queen Charlotte Basin,” based
on a geological formation, which is
thought to contain oil and gas. This
area of the coast includes the leases
that extend from the north end of Vancouver Island, including Queen Charlotte Sound, Queen Charlotte Strait,
Hecate Strait and Dixon Entrance.
The Concerns
Offshore versus Inshore?
The promoters of coastal oil and
gas often point to the east coast as an
example of what we can expect here
in BC, but on the east coast the industry is 200 miles offshore. On the BC
coast, the proposed area of development would be more accurately called
an inshore industry, with some areas
as close as 12 miles from land.
The Fish
The Queen Charlotte Basin is
rich in ecological abundance that
has fed and sustained people on the
coast for at least 10,000 years. Ninety
percent of coastal peoples’ diets came
from the sea.
This area is especially abundant
in marine life, with over 55 commercial species and 238 known noncommercial species. Hecate Strait, Queen
Charlotte Sound and Dixon Entrance
are a migration corridor for hundreds
of millions of Canadian juvenile and
adult salmon. This area accounts for
over 50% of the landed value of all
commercial fishery products in BC.
A Department of Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO) report that examined
the potential impacts of a blowout
or spill on marine resources found
that “spills are not improbable, that
concentrations of spilled oil can be
high, that even small oiled areas could
contaminate large numbers of resource species such as young salmon
WATERSHED SENTINEL

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Facts about Seismic Testing
Seismic Testing:

is the process by which the industry determines the most likely location of oil
or gas deposits,
involves an array of 20–30 air guns that shoot off high intensity airwaves
every 13 – 15 seconds, 24 hours a day for the duration of the survey,
occurs throughout the lifetime of a field,
generates sounds that have been recorded as far away as 100 km from the
source.
The Impacts of Seismic Testing Include:
mortality of fish with swim bladders, as well as marine larvae that are within
close range to the guns,
disturbance to the behaviour of fish and marine mammals,
reduction of fish catch rates by at least 50%,
damage to the ears of certain species of fish.
There is international concern regarding the impacts of seismic testing on
marine mammals (Hildebrand, 2003).

thereby causing major losses, and that
offshore oil and gas industry would
oil in water can kill or harm imporcompound the stress on an already
tant species.” This report concludes
stressed ecosystem.
that “there are grounds for serious
But before a single drop of oil
concern over the risk to fish and fish
leaves the ground, impacts from an
habitat from the spillage of oil along
offshore oil and gas industry would
the coast of British Columbia.”
occur to the fish and marine mamNew research has found that the
mals. Seismic testing, the first stage of
long term damage from oil spills is
Continued on Page 25 v
much more severe
and long lasting than
originally thought.
As a result of the
Exxon Valdez Oil
Spill, scientists now
have a better understanding of the persistent toxic effect of
oil, even at sublethal
levels. Ten years
after the Exxon Valdez, some of the
beaches remain oiled
and some species
such as pink salmon
and harlequin ducks
have not recovered.
While the commercial fishery is
working hard to become a sustainable, Shell, Petro-Canada and Chevron hold 99% of all leases,
thriving industry, the which are federal, with 1% being provincial leases in
establishment of an Georgia Strait and Queen Charlotte Strait.
23
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searching for oil and gas, blasts high
powered air at the sea bottom to determine the most likely location of oil
or gas. The sound emitted from these
blasts is of great concern to fisheries
and marine mammals.
Other Impacts to Fish
Besides the impacts of seismic
testing and oil spills, fish would be
threatened by the daily pollution
caused by this industry. Drilling
muds and produced waters are of
major concern in the North Sea where
the industry has been operating for
decades. There is evidence that toxins
found in produced waters are altering
the reproductive success of some species of cod. There is also concern over
the release of drilling muds into the
marine environment. Studies out of
Norway found the impacts of drilling
muds to be much larger than predicted
by industry, and resulted in the Norwegian government forcing industry
to change to Synthetic Based Drilling
Muds, which are thought to be less
toxic. On the east coast of Canada,
where the use of Synthetic Based
and Water Based Drilling Muds are
the common practice, scientists have
found that even the less toxic muds
are known to alter the reproductive
success and growth rate of scallops on
the east coast of Canada.
•

•
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Birds
The area of the oil leases passes
right through the Pacific Flyway, a
migration corridor to millions of birds
every spring and summer. The area is
also essential habitat to millions of
breeding and non-breeding seabirds.
Birds are extremely vulnerable to oil

Lack of Knowledge

spills, even small ones. It only takes
an amount of oil the size of a dime
on a bird’s feathers to result in death
from hypothermia. Some preliminary
studies by scientist Alan Burger have
shown that there is already a problem

Participate in the Public Review Hearings, either
in writing or by a presentation to the panel.
Watch www.oilfreecoast.org for notices of the
hearings or check the government website
http://www2.nrcan.gc.ca /es/erb/prb/english /
view.asp?x=611

TAKE
ACTION

Ask Prime Minister Paul Martin to ensure his government maintains the moratorium on BC offshore oil and gas.
Prime Minister Paul Martin, Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington Street, Ottawa, ON K1A 0A2
Fax: 613-941-6900 Email: pm@pm.gc.ca

Send a free fax to our new Prime Minister, the Minister of
Natural Resources, and the Minister of Environment, asking them
to maintain the moratorium www.oilfreecoast.org
WATERSHED SENTINEL

on BC’s coast with oiled birds from
a variety of sources, including the
cargoes of tankers and barges, bilges
and fuel tanks of marine vessels,
shore-based fuelling stations and
shore-based industries such as pulp
mills. Allowing the oil industry to
explore and operate in coastal waters will mean an increase in traffic
and an increase in chances of spills.
This would be fatal to the birds that
frequent the coast.
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While we know the coastal waters are rich in marine life and support a variety of fish species, birds and
marine mammals, there remain many
aspects of the coastal ecosystem that
are poorly understood. Some of these
gaps in knowledge were identified at
the federal Science Hearings.
At the hearings, it became apparent that we don’t know enough
about the Queen Charlotte Basin to
determine the possible impacts of
introducing an offshore oil and gas
industry.
It is important that people get out
to the public hearings and let the government know their concerns regarding an oil and gas industry in BC’s
coastal waters. Presently the federal
government has planned a scoping
trip to five coastal communities in
January 2004 to be followed by hearings in March 2004.

If you need more information
about how to get involved please
contact Oonagh O’Connor at Living
Oceans Society.
Email: oonagh@livingoceans.org
Ph: 250 973-6580.
References and further reading available from the author or on
the Watershed Sentinel web site at
www.watershedsentinel.ca
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W

hen Harry was a boy he
was always on the lookout for trains. Throughout the early years of his childhood
he was fascinated by trains. He cut
out pictures of trains from magazines and newspapers. He filled
scrapbooks with trains. But, except
for those pictures, Harry very rarely got to actually see a train.
The valley in eastern Ontario
where Harry was born and raised had
no trains. It had horses and wagons
and sleighs and a few old cars and
trucks. There were lakes and streams
teeming with bass and northern pike
and eastern brook trout to occupy
the endeavours of young boys. There
were bears and wolves that howled,
and whippoorwills to gladden the ear
with their evening calls in late spring.
Some insisted there were fairies who
played tiny harps and guitars and
flutes. There were ghost stories that
could strike stark fear into the heart of
solid rock. Everyone knew there were
hoop snakes. But there were no steam
whistles sighing and moaning away in
the night. There were no trains.
About sixty-five km to the north
of Harry’s home, and an equal distance to the south, there were seldom
used railway lines. Whenever Harry
was driven across one of those lines
he watched anxiously for a train. He
hoped there would be some minor ocWATERSHED SENTINEL

by Don Malcolm
currence that would cause the car to
stop near the track so he could have
a chance to see a train go by. Maybe
a tire could go flat or the car could
run out of gas, or something. Those
things happened often in those long
ago days, but for Harry they never
happened near a railway track.
Once, while riding with his
grandfather near Napanee he saw
part of a train. They broke over a hill
just in time to see two box-cars and
a caboose disappear around a bend.
A couple of years after the Napanee
train sighting, luck smiled on Harry.
He spent a week visiting an aunt on
Pinnacle Street in Belleville. In those
days a spur that was used for switching cars ran right up that street. Harry
spent all of his waking hours on the
sidewalk enchanted by the massive
steam engine as, with its bell ringing,
light flashing, steam gushing and,
from time to time a short blast of the
whistle, it went about its work. The
experience didn’t cure Harry’s preoccupation with trains.
Just before he turned eighteen,
Harry joined the Canadian Navy. In
a high state of excitement he climbed
aboard a train in Kingston knowing
he was about to fulfill two yearnings
of his young life. He would ride on a
train and he would see the world outside his limited experience up to that
time. During his time with the navy
26

he would experience both beyond
his wildest dream. The steam train
carried him down through Eastern
Ontario, through Quebec and New
Brunswick where, from St. John, he
went by ferry across the Bay of Fundy
to Digby, Nova Scotia. From Digby,
another train took him the short distance to the new entry training base
at Cornwallis. Harry had come a long
way from the hills and valleys of his
home sod. He was not yet sick of
trains.
That first train ride would mark
the beginning of many thousands of
miles Harry would travel in trains
pulled, at first, by steam engines and
later by diesels. It would also be the
beginning of many exciting adventures. Sailing out of Halifax in a frigate in November he learned about fear
in a north Atlantic storm, the necessity of chipping ice on superstructure
and rigging while suffering from sea
sickness, and learning to walk on a
heaving deck. But he also learned
the thrill of leaving the winter behind
and sailing down to the summer-like
weather of Bermuda and Havana. On
Boxing Day, 1952, having transferred
to the navy’s west coast division,
he boarded a steam train in Halifax
bound for Victoria.
To cross Canada from coast to
coast by train is to gain an appreciation of the immensity and diverJANUARY-FEBRUARY 2004
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sity of the country that can scarcely
be imagined by studying a map on
a classroom wall. Harry watched in
fascination through all the daylight
hours as, one after another, vistas of
his country filled his window and fell
behind. From the rugged coastline of
the Atlantic provinces through the
hardwood, pine and mixed forests
and farms of Quebec and Ontario,
the broad open spaces and the big sky
of the prairies, the winter landscape
unfolded like the turning of pages in
a book.
Perhaps no-one, travelling west
in Canada for the first time, is quite
prepared for the mountains. Unless
one gets a chance to look ahead on
one of the long sweeping curves of the
track, the mountains seem to appear
rather unexpectedly, as if a reclusive
giant had suddenly thrown down a
massive rock barricade to stop all
westward progress.
Harry soon noticed a difference in
the sound and movement of the train as
it laboured up the inclines and braked
on the declines of each minor summit
while working toward the Continental
Divide and the downward run to the
Pacific Ocean at Vancouver. He found
the trip through the mountains to be
an edge of the seat experience that
left him wondering at the challenges
the builders of the railway must have
faced. On all sides the mountains rose
up to unbelievable heights. The tracks
crossed deep chasms with rivers far
below and sometimes ran straight
through mountains where labourers
had, years before, cut tunnels with
drills and dynamite.
At the town of Hope, about a hundred and sixty km east of Vancouver
the mountains open out to the lowlands of the broad Fraser Valley. In
about two hours the train will arrive
in Vancouver. Harry’s cross Canada
train ride will be completed. From
Vancouver he will cross the Strait
of Georgia by ferry to Victoria on
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Vancouver Island and the navy base
at Esquimalt. Harry is still not sick
of trains.
Since that first train-ride, Harry
has travelled many times throughout
Canada in trains, cars and aircraft.
And while passenger aircraft can
satisfy the demands of time, flying at
thirty thousand feet does not sate the
hunger for one’s country. For many
Canadians, trains are the iconic symbol that bonds the country from ocean
to ocean, the hunger and the feast.
As Harry grows older his interest
in trains has not diminished. In fact,
that interest has progressed to an almost dream-like state.

Electricity
delivered by train
Skihist Provincial Park is about
six km northeast of Lytton BC on the
Trans Canada Highway. It occupies a
high point overlooking the Thompson
River just before it marries the Fraser
River and the two, in celebration of
their union, plunge ecstatically into
Hell’s Gate Canyon and race as one
to the Pacific Ocean. Harry camps at
Skihist at every opportunity. The park
is a train-watchers dream. From Kamloops to Vancouver, both the CN and
CP main lines use the Thompson and
Fraser valleys, crossing and re-crossing the rivers, sometimes one above
the other as contours and elevations
dictate.
It was at Skihist that Harry began
his dream of a national gravity energy
grid. While watching and listening to
the eastbound trains toiling up the incline toward the Continental Divide,
while those westbound fought against
gravity with applied brakes to keep
the heavily laden cars from over-running the engines, Harry started thinking about harnessing gravity to drive
electric trains from coast to coast.
What if every axle on the train
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was equipped with a generator that
automatically engaged only on the
down grades, assisting in braking,
while producing electricity, having
much the same effect on momentum
as do engine retarders on heavy diesel
trucks? Trains already have axle powered generators producing far more
electricity than is required throughout
the train.
Harry’s dream goes on. What
if the trains were pulled with electric engines, with, perhaps, a diesel
engine added to assist on long steep
inclines, and the railway right of
way became a coast to coast energy
grid? From the Continental Divide
the tracks run downhill both ways to
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Could
the trains going down hill help to pull
those going up?
Throughout the breadth of Canada it would be a rare day if the sun
doesn’t shine or the wind doesn’t blow
somewhere. Perhaps from coast to
coast along the “national gravity energy grid” solar and wind generated
electricity, produced by independent
operators, could be fed into the grid.
Perhaps solar panels could be installed above the grid or even between
the rails. Perhaps the railroad could
sell electricity to towns along the
grid. Do we really need another hydro
dam, or electricity produced by burning tires, coal, railway ties or natural
gas in the power boilers of polluting
pulp mills?
Harry is neither an engineer
nor an electrical technician. He is a
dreamer. But in his lifetime he has
seen technological advances to stagger the imagination. He has seen citizens of earth journey beyond the pull
of earth’s gravity, walk on the moon,
and come home again. He believes the
only limits to what mankind can do
are the limits of imagination.
Perhaps there are chapters yet to
be added to the national dream.
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“Building Community Not Houses”
by Kathy Smail and Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega

FOCI’s
Annual
General
Meeting in November was a simple
reminder of our steady path toward
sustainability. Project reports, the Jo Ann Green Environmental Award, and the evening’s video presentation of
Australia’s Crystal Waters Eco-Village, were inspiring and
a great encouragement for our work in 2004.
The centerpiece for this past fall’s annual Sustainability
Home Show was the inspiring slide show by the folks from
O.U.R. Ecovillage, a stepping stone into a series of sustainable growth and development presentations that included a
presentation by SmartGrowth BC, and Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corp. Many excellent development principles
were covered in this seminar but perhaps the most important messages, significant to our rural environment, were:
“protecting our working lands,” “keep the town within the
town” and, “building community, not houses.”
Into the new year we plan on further visioning workshops and conferences on sustainable growth and development that could focus on specific issues such as the
Manson’s “downtown” area and affordable island housing.
A more ambitious idea is to examine the initiative taken by
Gibson’s Landing on the Sechelt Peninsula and build whole
island community sustainability into our Official Community Plan.

2003/2004 FOCI Board
President Hubert Havelaar, Vice President
Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega, Treasurer Ted
Bannister, Secretary Myann Reid, and Directors
Laura Ellingsen, Fran Woodcock, Garvin Morris,
Carol Tidler, and Ralph Garrison.
explore the Earth Charter and see a world based on respect
for people and nature, universal human rights, fairness and
peace; to learn skills for breaking down barriers, breaking
away from prejudice, exclusion, discrimination and violence and building a sustainable world. These two young
women, along with other youth working in Marine Stewardship and Streamkeepers, will present their experiences
to the Cortes community in a fundraiser for the Eco Youth
Scholarship, around Earth Day in April 2004.
Water Stewardship
Community Consultation on drinking water and sewage disposal is now our focus as we work at wrapping up the
Water Stewardship project. We continue to assess fresh and
wastewater issues, and research economical and innovative
options for local, environmentally sound septic alternatives
to meet the needs of individual homeowners and larger
developments. Our final Water Stewardship event in January, Poop 301, An Island Perspective, will cover individual
and multiple dwelling treatment plants as well as ideas for
island-wide waste treatment. Graeme Faris, of the Regional
District of Comox-Strathcona will also present results from
the past year’s water testing of Hague and Gunflint Lake.

Earth Charter Youth Conference
The Eco Youth Scholarship program recently sponsored 2 teenagers, Jesula Rae of Cortes and Rowan Kehn
of Quadra, to attend a four day Earth Charter Youth Conference at the Cowichan Lake Education Centre. This conference, led by Dr. Linda Hill, provided an opportunity to

Congratulations to Sedley Sweeny and Dova Wiltshire!
Winners of the 2003 Jo Ann Green Environmental Award!

Sedley’s life work has been centred in environmental
sustainability and education. From his organic farming in
South Wales, and his work in sheltering and training Tibetan refugees, to his international and local promotion of selfsufficiency and ecoforestry, Sedley has always brought a
very humanitarian approach to his projects. Sedley founded
the Cortes Seamanship School, the Co-operative for Cortes
Self-Sufficiency, and the Tibetan Ecoforestry Training
Partnership. He has made significant contributions to many
of our local societies including the Cortes Volunteer Ambulance Service, FOCI, the Cortes Forestry Committee and
Cortes Ecoforestry Society, the Whaletown Community
Club, the Advisory Planning Commission of the Regional
District and the Cortes Island Local Advisory Committee
WATERSHED SENTINEL

on First Nations Treaty Negotiations. Sedley’s loyal service
to Cortes sustainability is an inspiration to us all.
Dova’s commitment to island sustainability is made
manifest in her work at the Cortes Recycling Centre. She
employs our youth, educates our community, promotes
volunteerism, and inspires us to reduce, reuse and recycle. Dova has also developed a system of measuring and
recording the processing and delivery of waste products; a
system now used in several communities. The Free Store,
Dova’s “baby,” is economically important to so many of us,
provides a social hub, and manifests Dova’s motto: “One
person’s garbage is another’s treasure.”
Thank you Sedley and Dova!
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13th Annual

World Community Film Festival

BC’s largest annual social issues film festival
Sid Williams Theatre, Courtenay
January 23rd and 24th, 2004
30 films at four venues covering
a wide range of social issues
from around the world and closer to home
Full program guide at www.worldcommunity.ca
For Tickets Phone 250-338-2430
or toll-free 1-866-898-8499
or at www.sidwilliamstheatre.com

Complete Rainwater Harvesting Systems
Roof to Tap Design
Steel cisterns – polypropylenelined, 5,000 – 30,000 gal.
Roof washers / Gravity filters

Bob Burgess 250-246-2155

A Clean Sustainable Alternative
www.rainwaterconnection.com
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Affordable Organic Food

INVESTING ETHICALLY,
INVESTING W ISELY

SAVE MONEY on organics –
BUY DIRECT

Caring Where Your Money Is Invested
Can Go Hand In Hand With Good Returns

THE PINCH GROUP

Discovery Organics is a small, BC-owned
organic food distributor with over 2500 products.
You will find all of your household needs when
you order from our list of certified organic BC
fruit and vegetables, and our wide selection of
natural and organic grocery products.
Organic Juicing Carrots – 25#
Organic Short Grain Brown Rice - 25#
Organic Thompson Raisins - 25#
Organic Whole Wheat Flour - 22#
Organic Rolled Oats - 22#
Organic Popcorn - 25#
Organic Spaghetti – 12#

Experience • Integrity • Results

$11.00
$29.80
$55.00
$11.50
$18.00
$22.50
$19.58

Brian Pinch MPA, FCSI
Lori Woytowich

Frank Arnold BSc., CFP
Mike Higgins B.Comm

Victoria’s Experts on Socially Responsible Investing
250-405-2468 or 1-877-405-2400

To order a catalogue, call toll free:

Call for a free information package on
Socially Responsible Investing or an
invitation to our next public workshop

1-877-299-1683 or email: dislands@telus.net
DISCOVERY ORGANICS

4344 Albert St. Burnaby, BC V5C 2G1
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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“The Watershed Sentinel is great: it takes
us back to Cortes Island. It is incisive,
well-researched and keeps us up-to-date
on BC’s as well as Canada’s ongoing
environmental battles.
“Here in Jasper, Parks Canada operates on
a shoestring budget and is consequently
hostage to pressure from business
interests. The Jasper Environmental
Association fights over-development in this
national park that is home to Woodland
caribou, grizzlies and wolves. Our web site
will be up and running in January.”

Meet Jill & Basil Seaton,

Watershed Sentinel Patrons
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